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Abstract

Automatisering av en långtidsmätning av organiska solceller

Automation of a long-term measurement of organic
solar cells

Anton Fjodorov

As the search for renewable energy sources 
widens and intensifies, organic solar 
cells get involved. They are cheaper and 
handier than the conventional silicon 
solar cell, but have lower efficiency and 
shorter lifetime. This project was 
conducted to assist a two years' outdoor 
study on the lifetime of organic solar 
cells, in order to better understand the 
lifetime-affecting factors. An outdoor 
stand for the organic solar cells was 
designed, a partly working Python program 
for automatic measurement control was made 
and a stable link between all hardware 
parts in the setup was established.
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Foreword 
Thesis presented the 1st of June 2011. 

Target audience 
This report is written for my classmates of the Engineering Physics Programme. The content is expected 
to be understood by the average undergraduate who has completed one year of study. 

Aim 
This project was assisting a bigger project, executed by my supervisor. His goal was to a) analyze the key 
parameters that affect (or accelerate) the lifetime of an organic solar cell and to b) optimize the cell’s 
lifetime. In order to achieve the best results, a short-term and a long-term measurement were to be 
conducted. The aim of my project was to assist the long-term (two years) measurement part, including 
design of a stand for the solar cells, development of software for measurement control and the 
establishment of a stable link between hardware parts in the setup. 

Abbreviations (-) and specific terms (o) used in this report 
- SC solar cell 
- OSC organic solar cell 
- PV photovoltaic 

 
o MPP-tracker 

A maximum power point tracker’s purpose is to sample the output of a SC and to automatically 
adjust the load resistance, in order to maintain the greatest possible power harvest, disregarding 
degradation of the SC and changing environmental conditions, such as variations in light 
intensity and temperature. 

o MWp or megawatt-peak 
 Is a unit often used in the context of PV and measures the nominal power of a solar cell under 
defined illumination according to standards such as IEC 61215, IEC 61646 and UL 1703. 

o Pyranometer 
Used to measure the insolation, the amount of sunlight. In other words, it measures the solar 
constant at the ground level in [W/m2], also called solar radiation flux density or solar irradiance. 

o Scripting 
Scripting means writing (usually small) programs, which are used to automate manual work, for 
instance pressing a button on a measurement device. Scripting enables programming at a higher 
abstraction level than plain C or Fortran code, which in turn becomes significantly shorter than 
the equivalent C++ or Java code [1]. Disadvantage: possible reduced numerical efficiency. 
Advantage: less time spent on coding, usually easier to understand because of higher abstraction 
level. 

 
 
Figure 1. The switchboard. In the centre is the LPT connector that 
transfers data. Above it, marked by a left-pointing arrow, is the 
power outlet. The white boxes are relays (down arrow) and next 
to each relay is a green LED (up arrow), indicating the state of the 
relay. 
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o Switchboard 
Is seen in Figure 1. It has 16 switches controlling individual groups of solar cells for measuring 
purpose. 

How this report is structured 
In the background section you will find out about the functionality of an organic solar cell, some of its 
history and current (as of June 2011) market, as well as current research status and the overall issues 
with solar cells. 
 
The section about my host university is aimed towards prospective students. 
 
The introduction section gives the reader an overview of the main system, discusses my responsibilities 
for the project, explains terminology and gives answers to possible questions that can arise while reading 
the report. 
 
Subsequently, there is a method section, which talks about what I was concerned with during my stay, 
and a program description section, which gives a bird view over the resulting Python program. 
Thereafter, results are presented and discussed. 
 
Appendices include the Python program code and a sample output, a graph of peak efficiencies of solar 
cells in the world during the last 34 years, two meeting notes and the Swedish syllabus of this course. I 
also tried to attach a short movie file of the switchboard in operation. 
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1   Background 
In this section the reader will be acquainted with the basic functionality of SCs and OSCs, as well as the 
three generations, into which today’s SCs can be divided. Also, a brief history of the solar cells and their 
current situation, current research and today’s challenges will be presented. 

1.1   Basic functionality of a solar cell 
By definition, a solar cell is any device that exhibits the photovoltaic process, conversion of light into 
electricity. The active part of a silicon solar cell is the pn-junction – a thin region consisting mainly of 
purified silicon, but with some atoms interchanged by atoms with one more or one less electron in the 
valence band; boron or phosphorous, for example.  In this context, it is convenient to think of light as 
small particles (photons), which, upon absorption by the inner layer of the solar cell, create two 
oppositely charged particles per photon, called an electron-hole-pair or exciton. The particles are 
accumulated on their electrically matching connections in the SC and can drive a current. 
 
In my opinion, no introduction on solar cells is complete if the IV-curve is omitted. An IV-curve shows 
possible current-voltage combinations and gives full information on the properties of a solar cell. In 
darkness, a SC behaves in the same way as a diode (Figure 2a). A production of current is marked with a 
negative value on the I-axis; the IV-curve shifts down when the SC produces current (b). The more light 
that shines on the solar cell, the greater the shift in the IV-curve (c). The convention is to have the I-axis 
inverted (d) [2]. In other words, at any given lighting condition, a solar cell would produce a certain 
current at a certain voltage, as indicated by the IV-curve.  

 
Figure 2a-d.The first three pictures shows the displacement of the IV-curve when amount of light that shines on it increases. 
The last picture (far right) is the same as the one before but with the I-axis flipped. 

There are important parameters, by which a SC is identified, logically called fingerprints. Figure 3 
visualizes the following concepts. 

- Short circuit current (ISC), maximum current from SC when the voltage across it is zero. 
- Open circuit voltage (VOC), maximum voltage from SC when the net current through it is zero. 
- Maximum power point (PMPP), also called operating point, is the maximum power that can be 

obtained. You want to be as close to this point as possible. A special electronic circuit called MPP 
tracker aids in pursuing this point as the weather conditions change. 

- Current at maximum power point (IMPP) 
- Voltage at maximum power point (VMPP) 
- Fill factor (FF), defined as PMPP/( VOC ISC), measures, in some sense, how close the solar cell is to 

operate at V=VOC and I= ISC simultaneously. 
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The power conversion efficiency, often the most interesting parameter of a solar cell, is defined as in 
(1). Efficiency equals the maximum power produced divided by the incoming power. 

휼 =
푷푴푷푷
푷푰푵

=
푭푭 ∙ 푰푺푪 ∙ 푽푶푪

푷푰푵
																							(1) 

 

 
Figure 3. Shows the parameters by which a solar cell is identified. The IV-curve (red) and power curve (blue) are the same in 
all three pictures. Short circuit current and open circuit voltage are marked in the left picture. Maximum power and the 
corresponding voltage and current are seen in the middle picture. Fill factor can be calculated from the right picture by 
dividing area A with area B. Note that area B is the whole area starting from origo. 

1.2   What is an organic solar cell? 
OSCs have a good prospect for the future, despite that their efficiencies are considerably lower than 
those of silicon cells. Organic solar cells can be produced cheaply and with low energy costs, whereas 
silicon cells need high temperatures. They are flexible, the materials can be tailored for the demand and 
they can be shaped or tinted for use in architectural applications [3, 4]. 
 
The organic in organic solar cells is the conducting material – a polymer or a nanometer sized molecule. 
Some examples of the conducting materials are PPV, CN-PPV, MEH-PPV, phtalocyanine and 
polyacetylene, as well as the examples shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Examples of organic materials. The three left-most are molecules commonly applied in evaporated OSCs. The six 
right-most are polymers, except PCBM, or more properly [6, 6]-Phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester, which is a fullerene 
derivative. 

1.3   History 
There has happened a lot on the solar cell development since the discovery of the photovoltaic effect by 
Antoine-César Becquerel more than 170 years ago. The first true solar cell, of less than 1% efficiency, 
came around 120 years ago when Charles Fritts covered the semiconductor selenium with gold. By 1930s, 
newly developed copper-based photometers could help photographers to measure lighting conditions 
[5]. Jan Czochralski discovered a way to grow single-crystal silicon in 1918 and the first silicon-based solar 
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cell was invented by Russell Ohl in 1941 [6]. The efficiencies started growing in the mid-1950s; a 4% 
efficient SC came in 1954 from Bell Laboratories research facility, also recognized for developing 
revolutionary technologies including the transistor, the first satellite communications system “Telstar”, 
the UNIX operating system and the C /C++ programming languages [7]. Hoffman Electronics reached 14% 
in 1960. The first amorphous silicon SC was fabricated in 1976 by RCA Laboratories. In 1982, world’s first 
megawatt-scale solar power plant went online in California. 1986 was the year of commercialization of 
the first thin-film solar cell by ARCO Solar. A plan of the development of a satellite-based solar system 
was announced in 2001 by the Japanese National Space Development Agency [6]. 

1.4   Current market status 
The general trend is an increasing PV market. It has shown an exponential increase during the last 15 
years. In 1998 the installed PV power in IEA-connected4 countries was below 0.5GW, but above 13GW 
ten years later [8]. Worldwide, at the end of 2000 the installed capacity was 1.2 GWp5 and increased to 
6.5 GWp by 2006. Installations of PV systems have been growing at an annual rate of over 35% since 
1998 [9]. 

1.5   Current research and future outlook 
Today’s extensive PV research has the ambition to make solar cells a competitive energy source. The 
knowledge can be categorized into three groups, or generations, as seen in Figure 5. Silicon- or 
germanium-based cells, doped with Phosphorus or Boron in a pn-junction, the type that is usually 
discussed in the undergraduate university education, are members of the first generation. They can be 
monocrystalline, polycrystalline or ribbon silicon [10]. The second generation SCs have been gaining 
market share since 2008 with the help of manufacturers as First Solar, Wurth Solar, Nanosolar and 
Honda Soltec Co. Ltd [11]. Here can be found Cadmium-Indium-Gallium-Selenide (CIGS), Cadmium-
Telluride (CdTe), amorphous silicon and microamorphous silicon cells. The respective material is applied 
in a thin layer onto a supporting cheap material, significantly reducing manufacturing costs. There are no 
articles on functioning third generation solar cells yet – cells that would break the Shockley-Queisser 
limit (the theoretical efficiency limit of a single threshold cell of 31-41%), but they are already in the 
research cradle. The idea is to use a different technology than the single pn-junction. For instance, 
quantum dot cells would belong to this category (utilizing photon energy more efficiently), multi-junction 
solar cells and cells that, besides visible light, also utilize UV and IR light. 
 
The yearly hall-of-fame for different types of SCs regarding efficiency can be seen in Appendix, which 
tells that the most efficient SC of today is 42.4%. According to the [12] article, the efficiency is actually 
42.8%. 
 
It is interesting to mention the different types of PV installations that exist alongside conventional SCs. 
Focusing solar power systems use parabolic mirror dishes to concentrate 100-1000 times of the incoming 
light on a small PV area. A typical dish could have 112 minor mirrors (1.2m2 each) generating 35kW. A 
traditional flat plate would require around 350m2 instead. Combined sun and heat systems have the solar 
cells inside a transparent tank of water – the cells generate power and the water is heated up and used 
for district heating [13]. 
 

                                                             
4For information on which countries are members of the International Energy Agency (IEA), please visit 
http://www.iea.org/about/membercountries.asp. 
5 Please see Specific terms of the Introduction section. 
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A hot topic today is the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC), pioneered by the German chemist Michael 
Grätzel. He received the Millennium Technology Prize6 in 2010 for his tries to recreate the natural 
photosynthesis. During manufacture, the cell can be given various colors and even be made truly 
transparent by using dyes with light absorption in the near IR or in the UV regions. M. Grätzel envisions 
that they will come integrated in our living space – covering furniture or keyboards [14]. 
 
There are future plans of harnessing the solar power 
using huge space-based PV installations, beaming it to 
Earth with microwaves and converting back to 
electricity. Some advantages are clean energy around 
the clock and around 1.5-2 times better efficiency than 
terrestrial SCs (no blocking atmosphere). 
Disadvantages are mainly high costs [15]. 
 
With the increased amount of subsidiaries and the 
drop of production and installation costs for PV 
systems, they will come closer to the point of grid 
parity, which is when solar- and coal-based power 
demand has equal expenses. California has already 
reached this point and Italy is on the way [16]. 

1.6   Issues today 
Environmental impact: 

- Emissions (Si-based cells): when silicon is produced, around 1.6kg CO2 is released and 20-
200kWh are consumed for every 1kg Si created [17]. 

- Production: where and how are the substances  produced that the SC consists of? 
- Utilization: Can the area where SCs are installed be better utilized? 
- Transmission: can power line transmission losses be decreased? 
- Recycling: PV-systems have an average lifetime of 20-30 years. It is tricky to foresee a recycling 

concept that will still be valid in 20 years. 
 
The main disadvantages of OSCs, compared to inorganic cells, are their low efficiency and fast 
performance decrease over time, caused by low stability against oxidation and degradation, 
recrystallization and sensitivity to temperature variations. 
 
Acceleration is also a factor worth mentioning. It is impractical to wait years to determine the lifetime of 
long-living SCs and, therefore, acceleration is the key to fast lifetime measurement. To accelerate a cell 
properly (by applying for instance intense light or intense heat), the researcher must know which 
parameters have influence over the lifetime and in what way. High temperature is typically used to 
accelerate polymer solar cells, whereas intense light helped to get quicker results in small molecule solar 
cells – the ones we were working with. 
 
The amount of charge carriers extracted during solar cell ageing, charge separation, transport and 
collection of charge are also important factors that have a crucial effect on the properties of an organic 
solar cell. 
 
                                                             
6 The prize is given for life-enhancing technological innovations. More information on 
http://www.millenniumprize.fi/. 

A Do-It-Yourself page 
(http://www.solideas.com/solrcell/english.
html, 2009) presents a simple four-step 
manual on how to make a DSSC at home. 
 
The resulting solar cell is said to give 0.43V 
and 1mA per cm2 at full sunlight. Assuming 
“full sunlight” is around 1kW/m2 at ground 
level, the efficiency of this solar cell is 
around 0.4%. Assuming 0.5kW/m2 at 
ground level would make it 0.9% efficient. 
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Figure 5. The three generations of solar cells. Solar cells in group one are inefficient and expensive. Group two is less efficient 
but much cheaper. Group three does not exist yet, but is predicted to have cheaper and more efficient solar cells. Source: 
Third generation photovoltaics (2003). 

2   My host university 
This section is of special interest for prospective students. 
 
I made an Erasmus exchange term at the Computer Science faculty of the Technical University of 
Dresden (TUD), March till August 2010. The report of my stay can be found in [18]. TUD is part of TU97, a 
network for the 9 leading German universities. It was founded in 1828 and has today approximately 
35000 students, of which around 10% are foreign students. The university is located 10 minutes of 
walking from both the centre of Dresden and from most of the student residential quarters. 
 
I worked in the organic solar cells group (OSOL) at the Institute of Applied Photophysics8 (IAPP), which is 
part of the Department of Physics under the Faculty of Science. OSOL was one of six research groups at 
IAPP. It published 17 papers during 2010 [19]. 

3   Introduction 
This section gives the reader an overview of the main system, discusses my responsibilities for the 
project, explains terminology and gives answers to possible questions that can arise while reading the 
report. 

3.1   Description of the system architecture 
The measurement environment was a rarely visited roof terrace, to be used during a period of two years. 
The measurements should be carried out while the sun is up. Dresden has 200 expected sunshine hours 
per month during May – August and 50 during November – January [20]. 
 
The bird-perspective of the long-term measurement system, seen in Figure 6, depicts connections 
between functional parts in the setup. To understand how weather conditions affect the lifetime of a 
                                                             
7 More information on the TU9 network: http://www.tu9.de/en/index.php 
8 More information on IAPP: http://www.iapp.de/iapp/index.php?order=1&lan=en 
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solar cell, each solar cell measurement must therefore be accompanied with data from the weather 
instruments. 
 
A pyranometer measures the solar irradiance near the location of the solar cells and was mounted to 
follow the plane of the solar cells. Wind speed and wind direction, rain, humidity and temperature can all 
be measured by a single weather station. Such a station was mounted on a tripod to be moved with ease. 
The source measuring unit (SMU) is a programmable, advanced current-/voltmeter which measures the 
cells. The switch connects the SMU to a specific cell that has to be measured via a set of relays. Which 
command to give to the SMU and storage of weather information are controlled by the computer. Which 
cells to measure and advanced settings for the SMU are controlled by a configurations file that the user 
can modify. For instance, the voltage sweep range could be set individually for every pixel, the 
“compliance” set the maximum allowed current during a measurement and a 2wire/4wire measurement 
type could be selected, 4wire having higher accuracy. The left-pointing arrow, going from the SMU to the 
computer, marks the path which measurement data and eventual error messages from the SMU take. 
The SMU was able to make single or multiple (i.e. cycles of) high precision9 measurements of the 
connected solar cells. There were two buttons on the SMU named SPEED and FILTER, with the help of 
which a measurement of a cell could be conducted very fast but with less precision and vice versa. 
 
The plexiglass panel of the measurement stand had initially 30 cartridge places and was extendable to 60 
places. Each cartridge could support four cells, where each cell contained four pixels, 6.44mm2 each. The 
front page of this report has an edited image of such a cell, 2.5 by 2.5cm and the four pixels are clearly 
visible. A panel had in other words enough room for up to 960 pixels. But the initial switchboard could 
only support 512 pixels, and, however, the project was not intended to have more than 64 of them in 
use at any time during the two years of experiment. 
 
The computer, including mouse, keyboard and screen, and the SMU were put inside an aluminum box 
with cooling/heating capability, in order to survive two years of weather variations. The outlet of the box 
for electric cables had a rain cover. These cables were drawn 50 meters to a room on the floor below. 
 
The implemented features were 

- Short-term test of the switchboard, which ran through all cells once. 
- Long-term test of the switchboard, which ran the short-term test in an infinite loop. Upon 

interruption, the function printed information about which switches have been turned on/off 
and how many times. This test was introduced due to concern about the long-term stability of 
the switchboard.  

- Long-term measurement, which was the goal of the program. 
 
 
 

                                                             
9 With 0.012% accuracy [21]. An average analog voltmeter has 5% accuracy and an average digital multimeter 
(DMM) 0.5% accuracy. An article by Webb Kentrol/Sevco on accuracy and resolution of measurement equipment 
can be found here: http://sevco.fwwebb.com/_build/docs/an114.pdf. 
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Figure 6. Overview of the long-term measurement system. Arrow directions represent information flow. 

 

3.2   Why is an outdoor long-term measurement needed? 
A SC has to be tested under real conditions, because lab conditions are not necessary the same as in 
environments where the solar cell will be used. For instance, the sunlight in a lab has often a constant 
angle with respect to the solar cell, whereas the real sun is moving, if not compensated for with a sun-
tracking device10. Rain can damage the electronic controlling system, if not properly sealed. Strong wind 
can have a cooling effect, which is usually hard to compensate for. And when the optimal operating 
conditions have been found, a lab-tested solar cell is usually held at these conditions, whereas they are 
constantly changing in a real environment; can be compensated with an MPP tracker. 

3.3   My responsibilities 
The main focus of my work has been on the development of software in Python to control the automatic 
measurement of solar cells and control collection of data from them. I was also responsible for planning 
and design of the outdoor measurement stand for the organic solar cells and helped in gathering 
information about the weather measuring equipment. 

4   Method 
This section describes what I was concerned with during 4.5 months, 19h/week. 
 
Despite my flexible schedule and independent working method, I had close contact with my supervisor 
and the electrical engineer at IAPP in Dresden. I had an infrequent and mainly internet-based contact 
with my supervisor in Uppsala. 
 
An aluminum measurement stand was designed to support a plexiglass panel with an array of SCs. The 
panel could be tilted steplessly between 15 and 60 degrees. The stand was completed in July and was a 
slightly modified version of the original proposition. 
 
The use and a possible installation of MPP trackers on every solar cell were researched, with the 
conclusion that it would not be profitable. 

                                                             
10 A sun-tracking device, or just sun-tracker, is a light-sensitive unit that controls the movement of the solar cell so 
that it always stays at an optimal angle with respect to the sun. More info: http://www.solar-tracking.com/. 
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Two meetings were held with all members of the IAPP group with an indirect interest in the project. 
Please see the meeting notes in Appendix. 
 
The department of Silviculture and Meteorology in Tharandt was visited to collect knowledge and 
recommendations on weather instruments and dataloggers for the outdoor stand. By recommendation, 
the weather transmitter “WXT520” by Vaisala was later ordered. A datalogger was not ordered, because 
the measurement data was decided to be stored in the computer only. The pyranometer CMP11 from 
Kipp&Zonen was ordered, because of the experiment demand to record the sun spectrum in the visible 
and the UV wavelengths. The budget limit was also to be considered. 
 
The long-term measurement program was built up on a Windows machine using Notepad++. A 
monolithic programming style was first used, but grew big and ungraspable and was later changed to 
object-oriented, because of its scalability and easy maintenance. Programming issues were resolved 
mainly through search on the Internet and through consultation with members of the IAPP group. The 
programming process was cyclic, with a planning part – predominantly on paper, a programming part, 
tests of both measurement equipment and software and a discussions part. 
 
Not all planned tasks were finished. An Error class was planned to be created to improve error 
handling. Daylight savings time was not implemented in the program – that is, timestamps would be off 
by an hour during winter time. The temperature measurement was not implemented because the 
temperature probe was missing. 
 
The last days where dedicated to prepare for the arrival of the next programmer by making depictive 
tables of contents for each relevant file folder on the computer and by making a PowerPoint 
presentation with an overall presentation of the program. 

5   Program description 
The final program consists of a main program and a number of interacting classes, seen in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. Overview of the classes. 

 Measurement. This class is like the CEO in a company. It has a broad contact net and tells 
others what to do, but makes also some decisions itself. 
When the long time measurement starts, this class takes over and distributes commands as 
follows: 

Loop: 
1. Measure all pixels 
2. Save all pixel data to file 1 
3. Save a summary of the pixel data to file 2 
4. Show some informative text on the screen 
5. Repeat after 2h 

 Pixel. This is what the program is all about. The program maintains an instance of a Pixel 
class for each physical pixel. It stores the following data: 
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- Measured data from the SMU 
- The fingerprints ISC, VOC, PMPP, VMPP, IMPP, FF 
- Two filenames that tell where the pixel is stored on the computer 
- A timestamp, when the pixel was measured 
- Information on how ISC and VOC were measured and eventual error messages 
- pixel id number (1 to 4) 

 Cell. Represents the physical glass plate with four individual organic pixels and five 
connections. It stores the cell’s id number, a list of pixels it contains and measurement 
parameters that are common for each pixel on the cell.  

 Calculate. The objective of this class is to calculate the fingerprints of a pixel. After 
completed measurement of all pixels, the data is stored in the Pixel instances and the 
calculation function in class Calculate is executed. The calculation function steps through 
every pixel and stores the calculated values in the pixels. VOC is calculated using four point linear 
regression from two negative and two positive points from the current (Amperes) data. ISC is 
calculated by taking the mean value of two current points, if these points are equally spaced 
around 0V, or by interpolating, if these points are not equally spaced. PMPP is calculated by 
making a list of U*I-values and taking the maximum of that list. 

 File is a base class for its children PixelFile and ResFile (result file). It contains variables 
and functions that are common for its child classes. 

 PixelFile. The following three pixel file-specific functions have been put in the class PixelFile. 
- write the FMF formatted file header 
- handle the increment of the filename (file0001, file0002, …) 
- save a pixel to the file 

The sister class ResFile makes similar things, but operates on the result file. 
 ResFile includes the following two result file-specific functions: 

- write a file header 
- save a pixel summary to the file. 

The summary of the pixel data is created in class Pixel. ResFile kindly asks Pixel for a 
summary, Pixel returns it and ResFile puts it in the result file. 

 Latch represents the physical latch, also called the switchboard or just switch. It selects a 
specific solar cell from the array of solar cells. Everything with LPT port communication is 
handled by this class, because the switch is connected through the LPT port to the computer. 
This class is used by class Measurement. 

 PyFig is the name of a configuration file parser in Python. The config file enables the user to set 
important parameters of the measurement setup. 

 Devices class contains functions that translate human readable commands, used in the main 
program, to commands understandable by the SMU. 

6   Result 
A solar cells stand was designed to a big extent by me and later built by a workshop technician. The long-
term measurement Python program was partly finished. A stable link was established between all 
hardware parts, except for the digital thermometer, which was not present at the time of the project. 
Figure 8  shows the solar cell stand in mid-August 2010. Appendix IV shows a sample result file generated 
by the program and the code can be found in Appendix III. 
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Figure 8. The completed long-term measurement stand in mid-August 2010. The aluminum box behind the stand is for 
protection of electronic devices, including the monitor and the keyboard seen on the left. The white ribbed device on a tripod 
is a weather station. The white, UFO-like device is a pyranometer. 

 

7   Discussion 

7.1   On the change in calculation of fingerprints 
There were several subversions of the program before the final one, and in the very first version, the 
fingerprints were calculated and saved to file only after all cells had been measured, which could take a 
while (one cell sweep took 10-20s, depending on the settings). It was therefore more convenient to get 
partial results after each cell sweep. 

7.2   Notes on the OOP programming style 
Monolithic programming was first used due to its simplicity, but was rapidly discarded and replaced by 
modular programming (several functions) as the program grew. The main advantage of modular 
programming is faster initial coding speed, however, OOP opens up for scalability and easy error 
checking, essential in bigger programs. 
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7.3   Why was Python used as the 
programming language and 
Windows as the operating 
system?  
Python is well suited for scripting11. It is, in 
my opinion, easy to learn12 and fast to use. 
A big advantage is the huge open source 
library with ready-to-use packages of code 
which enable the programmer to connect 
to virtually any hardware device, as for 
instance the measuring unit Keithley 2400 
that was used. A selection of packages that 
helped me can be seen in the box to the 
right. 
 
During the first meeting, LabView was considered to be used as the programming interface. However, 
two trusted sources shed more light on Python: 1) My Swedish supervisor’s experience of LabView in his 
own project, very similar to that I was doing in Germany, was telling that LabView is a cantankerous 
interface when it comes to expanding, commenting and error-checking the code. 2) The opinion of a 
member of the IAPP group was that LabView is not robust – it may cause problems during the long-term 
measurement. 
 
Also the choice of operating system was discussed. Linux was said to be stable, but Windows was chosen 
because the people who were going to work with the software had more knowledge of Windows. 

7.4   My opinion about Python 
At the time doing the project, I had a programming experience of 4 years with C++, 3 years with Visual 
Basic, 2 years with Matlab and a semester with Haskell. This means that I was familiar with the most 
common programming concepts (if-statements, for/while-loops, try/catch-exceptions, classes, list 
operations and others). The first minor difference was the syntax, as with all new languages. The second, 
more interesting difference was the absence of a real main function, which instead was implemented as 
an if-statement: 

if __name__ == '__main__': 
 
The advantages of a high-level language are seen in the speed of the development of the code. Easy 
installation of libraries, automatic memory management and the necessary, good-looking indentation 
made Python convenient to use. 
 
A note to a first-time Python user: if the intention is to run Python programs from the command prompt, 
the installation of python alone will not make it run. On Win XP or later, press Win+Pause/break -> 
Advanced system settings -> tab Advanced -> Environment variables. Find the Path variable and append 
the installation directory of python, e.g. “;C:\ Python2.7”. Now, the command prompt should be able to 
recognize the word “python”. 
 

                                                             
11 Definition of scripting: please, see Appendix. 
12 It took me two six-hour days to get a bigger program run and a working week to begin with the main program. 

A selection of Python packages that helped me with 
the program development 

 PyVISA – enables the computer to talk to all 
kinds of measurement equipment through 
connections like RS232, USB and GPIB [22]. 
The extension package pyvLab provides a 
graphical interface for PyVISA. 

 Numpy – fundamental scientific computing 
package 

 SciPy – similar to Numpy, also for scientific 
computing 

 Pyparallel – parallel port communication 
 Pyserial – serial port communication 
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7.5   What was especially memorable during my stay? 
The IAPP group had a code repository where my code was saved and a local wiki-page for common 
information about the institute. In my opinion, a nice way to manage local knowledge. 
 
This was my first encounter with Notepad++. It supports keywords highlighting for 54 languages. Its 
practical feature of collapsing code (whole functions, if-/for-/…-statements, long comments) saves a lot 
of scrolling time when searching for code far down in the file – an entire function can be collapsed to a 
single line. For instance, Microsoft Visual Studio Express can collapse only functions. 

7.6   What could have been improved? 
The amount of misunderstandings and write-test-rewrite cycles could have been significantly reduced if 
more time would have been spent on planning, follow-up and continuous evaluation of the progress. 
 
When learning a new programming language, it is important to examine available code repositories, in 
order to not reinvent the wheel and to save valuable time. 
 
The programming part of this project needed about another month, in my opinion, but where could that 
time be taken from? Compared to the above planning procedure, a more hands-on suggestion would 
have been to skip the design of the outdoor measurement stand and the selection of weather 
equipment. They were certainly a necessary break from coding, but full concentration on the code from 
the start could have given me an edge. 
 
It is debatable, whether summaries and explanations of the program could have been omitted in order 
to nab another week in favor for coding, but I considered that a lower threshold of understanding of the 
code – a smoother handover – for the next programmer would reduce the total programming time of 
both programmers. 
 
A short weekly diary of the current status of the project would have helped me when summarizing my 
work. 

7.7   Gained experience from this project 
General 
Commenting on program code and writing down thoughts during the experimental phase was essential 
for not losing important results and for reducing time spent in the final, report writing phase. 
Academic 
The wider contact network gave almost direct results – I applied for an internship in Japan but was not 
selected. However, I would not have known of the internship in the first place. 
Personal 
I learned a new programming language and got detailed practical knowledge of how to set up a long-
term measurement and how to cope with typical problems. I also strengthened my German and English 
communication skills and got insight into the German working culture. 
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Appendices 

I   Meeting notes 
Meeting 1 
Overview for Building a Setup for Outdoor measurements 
meeting 1: AF, LMM, HK, AM, ToMu, CF, CW, RT, MH 
• split setup in 2 separately mounted systems: 
– single measurement (can be rotated to be rectangular to sun) 
– longtime measurement (fixed, ~45°, south) 
– perhaps third system with sun-tracking for ageing 
• single measurement system: 
– manual sun tracking possible 
– angle dependent measurement should be possible 
– peltier element heating connected to encapsulation glass 
– spring pins for electrical connection 
– temperature measurement on Peltier-element and behind Solar Cell? → PT1000 
– fan on backside of Peltier-element for cooling 
– certified cell cell for intensity measurement (certified or self-calibrated) 
– aperture directly connect to sample holder, but exchangeable 
• longtime measurement system: 
– measurement of 2 pixels per substrate 
– fixed mounting, variable angle (30-60°, 5° steps, 45° should be standard) 
– number of cells? (<256) 
– MPP tracking for each cell, option to get certain loads OR passive tracking (resistance) 
– stand being built by Daniel Dietrich, ready in mid June 
• Measurement equipment 
– SMU Keithley 2400, existing 
– Keithley 2700 for weather measurement 
– pixel switch (build manually; depends on number of cells in longtime measurement), by 
Sven Kunze 
– environmental values: 
– Temperature → thermometer 
– humidity → sensor 
– wind speed and direction → anemometer 
– sun irradiance → pyranometer / reference cell 
– sun spectrum → spectrometer (USB2000+ : 2000€, mini-spec. Hamamatsu?) ?? 
– rainfall → rainfall-o-meter 
– semi-professional weather station (500-1000€) or professional equipment ? 
• Software 
– Labview or Python/C++ possible 
– basic building blocks available for Labview & Python 
– let's start with LabView, Martin or possible HiWi will do it 
– if long-time stability not given, get someone to make it more professional 
Informations: 
• http://isos-2.wikispaces.com/file/view/ISOS09_RecPrac_v17.pdf 
→ no spectrometer and no active MPP tracker necessary 
• IEC E973 for single measurement 
• IEC 61215 and 61646 for longtime measurements 
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Meeting 2 
GOALS 
Outdoor setup for single and longtime measurement 
● split setup in 2 (3) separately mounted systems: 
– single measurement (can be rotated to be rectangular to sun) 
– longtime measurement (fixed, ~45°, south) 
– perhaps third system with sun-tracking for ageing (low priority) 
● record IV-curves and FP of all mounted cells in regular intervals 
● measure and record weather 
(T, rH, illumination, rain, wind speed and direction) 
SINGLE MEASUREMENT PART 
● manual sun tracking possible 
● angle dependent measurement possible 
● pel er element cooling connected to encapsula on glass 
● spring pins for electrical connec on 
● temperature measurement on Pel er-element and behind Solar Cell? → PT1000 
● fan on backside of Pel er-element for cooling 
● cer fied cell cell for intensity measurement (cer fied or self-calibrated) 
● aperture directly connect to sample holder, but exchangeable 
● should mul ple-cell measurement be possible (e.g. 4) ?  
LONG TIME PART 
stand being built by daniel dietrich ready in mid June 
● fixed moun ng, variable angle (30-60°, 5° steps, standard is 45°) 
● passive MPP tracking for each cell (resistance) 
● measurement of 2 pixels per substrate 
SOFTWARE 
● LabView not sensefull, bad longterm stability 
● C++ or Python, done by Anton 
● more details later 
FINANCIAL 
part    price (incl. tax) / €  comment 
pyranometer CMP 11  2023 
Multisensor WXT520  2422 
Peltier-cooling   300 
Al-Box    200-400 
longtime-stand   380?    Werkstatt IAPP - ITEM 
single-stand   35    Hama Star Pro 59 
Switch and sample holder 700 
Computer   800 
pins for connection  300 
cables, screws,...  500 
Summe   7860    :-) 
Budget    10000 
CRITICAL POINTS 
pixel switch: need to program a microcontroller 
● cer fied reference cell: costs 2000€ take the exis ng reference → cell for single 
measurements (if money is available later, we can buy it) 
● spectrometer: costs > 3000€, borrow USB spectrometer from OLED group for single 
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measurement within 2 months possible; cheaper solution not available 
– Ronny really needs it, so we have to buy it 
● how to fix a sample? 

II   Movie of testing the switchboard 

testSwitchboard.wmv   (Movie clip available in the digital version of this report) 

III   Sample result file, generated by the program 
The below presented file was a result of a test measurement “in the air” – no solar cell was connected. 
This can be seen in the low order of the current data: e-10, e-11. 
 
; -*- coding: cp1252; fmf-version: 1.0 -*- 
[*reference] 
title  : IV measurement of pixel 0.5 of sample 1 of wafer OSOL-361 
creator  : Anton Fjodorov 
created  : 100803 17:29 
place  : Beyerbau roof, IAPP, Dresden, Germany 
wafer  : OSOL-361 
sample  : 1 
pixel  : <ooPixel.Pixel instance at 0x019CB378> 
measurement type: Longterm  
comment  : - 
 
[setup] 
setup  : Outdoor setup 
program version : v6.0.0 
 
[parameters] 
;General 
pixel area  : A_{act}=6.44 mm**2 
 
;Switch 
 
;Weather 
intensity  : Int=XXX mW/cm**2 
temperature board : T_{board}=XX *C 
temperature ambient : T_{amb}=NaN 
relative humidity : rH=XX% 
 
;Source Measure Unit 
start voltage  : -1 V 
stop voltage  : 1 V 
voltage step  : 0.1 V 
current compliance : 80.0 mA 
sweep delay  : 10.0 ms 
reversed polarity : FALSE 
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[fingerprints] 
short circuit current  : I_{sc}=8.93033e-08 mA 
short circuit curr. density : j_{sc}=XX 
open circuit voltage  : V_{oc}=-1.30792810296 V 
fill factor   : FF=667.308031019% 
power conversion efficiency : eta=NaN% 
saturation factor  : S=-19.25 
MPP voltage   : -1.0 V 
MPP current   : -7.794311e-07 
MPP current density  : XX 
 
[additional fp] 
Pout/Pin   :Pout/Pin=NaN 
 
[*data definitions] 
voltage : V [V] 
current : I(V) [A] 
 
[*data] 
-1,1,0.1,21,8.93033e-11,-1.30792810296,667.308031019,-7.794311e-10,-1.0,7.794311e-10 
Data 
 -1.00000000e+00  -7.79431100e-10 
  -9.00000000e-01  -2.78689800e-10 
  -8.00000000e-01  -1.55972600e-10 
  -7.00000000e-01  -1.18386300e-10 
  -6.00000000e-01  -5.90277000e-11 
  -5.00000000e-01  -3.87757300e-11 
  -4.00000000e-01  -3.46236700e-11 
  -3.00000000e-01   2.21071900e-11 
  -2.00000000e-01   2.95640000e-11 
  -1.00000000e-01   6.51110000e-11 
   0.00000000e+00   8.93033000e-11 
   1.00000000e-01   7.12544300e-11 
   2.00000000e-01   9.05318900e-11 
   3.00000000e-01   8.13380100e-11 
   4.00000000e-01   1.42856600e-10 
   5.00000000e-01   1.41628000e-10 
   6.00000000e-01   1.60057900e-10 
   7.00000000e-01   1.49805100e-10 
   8.00000000e-01   1.60354800e-10 
   9.00000000e-01   1.88020800e-10 
   1.00000000e+00   1.94164400e-10 

IV   The highest efficiencies of solar cells in the world, 1976-2010 
The last figure shows history and current research. The most efficient solar cell (42.8%) has multiple dyes 
assembled into a hybrid package [12]. 
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V   Course Syllabus in Swedish 

Självständigt arbete i teknisk fysik 
Independent Project in Engineering Physics 
-- Kursplan -- 
15 högskolepoäng 
Kurskod: 1TE664 
Utbildningsnivå: Grundnivå 
Nivå/successiv fördjupning: har minst 60 hp kurs/er på grundnivå som förkunskapskrav, innehåller 
examensarbete för kandidatexamen 
Huvudområde(n) och successiv fördjupning: Teknik G2E 
Betygsskala: Underkänd (U), godkänd (G). 
Inrättad: 2009-08-24 
Inrättad av: teknisk-naturvetenskapliga fakultetsnämnden 
Kursplan gäller från: vecka 01, 2010 
Behörighet: 120 hp godkända inom civilingenjörsprogrammet i teknisk fysik. 
 
-- Mål -- 
Efter godkänd kurs ska studenten kunna: 
förvärva, tillämpa och redovisa fördjupade och breddade kunskaper inom teknikområden av relevans 
för tekniska fysiker, självständigt identifiera, formulera och genomföra uppgifter inom givna tidsramar, 
sammanställa, använda samt kritiskt tolka information från relevanta teknikområden, redovisa sina 
resultat för olika målgrupper både i vetenskaplig och populärvetenskaplig form, ge konstruktiv kritik till 
andras muntliga och skriftliga presentationer, skriftligt och muntligt presentera ett projekt på ett 
pedagogiskt sätt. 
 
-- Innehåll -- 
Studenten ska särskilt öva färdigheter i att planera projekt och genomföra projekt på utsatt tid. 
En teoretisk del omfattar föreläsningar, gruppövningar och seminarier om projektarbeten i yrkeslivet, 
rapportskrivning och träning i kritisk granskning av andras arbeten. 
Det självständiga arbetet görs som projekt normalt bestående av högst 4 personer. En avsikt är att träna 
hur projekt planeras och genomförs i yrkeslivet. Projektet ska integrera, fördjupa och utveckla 
studentens färdigheter inom något område som tidigare behandlats i utbildningsprogrammet. Det 
innebär bland annat krav på teknisk relevans och att arbetet ska kunna sättas in i ett tekniskt 
sammanhang. 
Projektarbetet skall företrädesvis medföra kontakter inom näringsliv men även akademisk 
forskningsanknytning kan godtas. 
Studenten själv väljer ämnesområde bland de projekt som erbjuds. Alternativt kan studenten själv söka 
fram ett lämpligt projekt (motsvarande traditionella examensarbeten på kandidatnivå) i näringslivet, där 
det ofta blir 
ett individuellt projekt. 
Särskild vikt läggs vid träning i att kunna rapportera skriftligt genom att självständigt författa en hel eller 
del av 
en projektrapport som ska vara läsvärd för en relevant läsekrets. Arbetet redovisas både muntligt och 
skriftligt och studenten ska opponera på minst ett annat självständigt arbete. 
 
-- Undervisning -- 
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Undervisningen ges i form av föreläsningar, grupphandledning och seminarier. Deltagande i seminarier 
och gruppövningar är obligatorisk. Största delen av kursen är projektarbete. 
 
-- Examination -- 
Examination sker i form av en vetenskapligt formulerad rapport. Rapporten kan vara självständigt 
författad omfattande hela arbetet eller en tydligt identifierbar del av en gemensam rapport. Rapporten 
ska ha en sammanfattning på svenska eller engelska som kan vara populärvetenskaplig eller ha formen 
av en exekutiv sammanfattning. 
Studenten ska göra minst en aktiv opponering på annat självständigt arbete. 
Vid examinationen fästs särskild vikt vid projektrapport, muntlig presentation och opposition. Därutöver 
krävs aktiv medverkan av studenterna i seminarier. 
 
-- Övriga föreskrifter -- 
Anvisningar för kursen självständigt arbete, särskilt utformning av projektplan och rapport, meddelas vid 
kursstart. Information finns också tillgänglig på kurshemsidan. 
 
-- Kurslitteratur -- 
Gäller från: vecka 01, 2010 
Litteratur fastställs individuellt för varje studerande efter samråd med handledare. 
 

VI   Code of the final version of the program 
Before you read the code: 

- There are 13 files 
- The “oo” prefix stands for files where an object-oriented approach was used 
- The file name is in bold at the top of each page and in green at the top at the first page of each 

file. 
- File page number is at the bottom of each page. 

 
Devices.py  – (3 pages) Function definitions for communication with the SMU. Much of the 

    code there is thanks to T. Menke 
ipHelp.py  – (3 pages) Lets the programmer access IPython (Interactive Python, a nicer 

    Python shell) 
ooCalculate.py  – (2 pages) The classes below are described in chapter 7, Program description 
ooCell.py  – (3 pages) 
ooFile.py  – (3 pages) 
ooLatch.py  – (1 page) 
ooMain.py  – (1 page) 
ooMeasurement.py – (4 pages) 
ooPixel.py  – (1 page) 
ooPixelFile.py  – (3 pages) 
ooPyfig.py  – (8 pages) 
ooResFile.py  – (1 page) 
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